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BONUS! When is work off-limits?

STEP 2 When will those hours take place?

STEP 1 How many hours will you work each day/week?
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I have included my current block work schedule below as an example for you. This is a schedule that took months to work out 
and that I am STILL working hard to be disciplined to stick to.

SHAY’S WORK/FAMILY LIFE SCHEDULE:

TUESDAYS
(WORK DAY 1 )

6:00

8:30-2:50

2:50

4:00-8:00

8:00

9:30-10:00

Wake up and out the door with the kids by 6:50

Work day 1 (6 uninterrupted and unapologetic hours in the office)

School pickup and commute home

 Evening with the fam (homework, cook dinner, catch up)

Kids bedtime

Grown ups bedtime

6:00

7:00-8:00

8:45-9:45

10:00-4:00

4:00-6:00

6:00-8:30

Up for breakfast with the kids (dad takes them to school at 6:50)

Personal Bible reading and prayer time

Workout 

Open free time for me!

Time with the fam

Church Bible study at our house

WEDNESDAY
(HOME DAY)

MONDAY
(HOME DAY)

6:00

7:00-8:00

8:45-10:30

10:30-4:00

4:00-6:00

6:00-8:00

8:30

9:30-10:00

Up for breakfast with the kids (dad takes them to school at 6:50)

Personal Bible reading and prayer time

Workout and pick up groceries

Day is open to look at the calendar for the week, run errands, clean the house, do 
laundry, prep meals or anything else that needs to be done.

Homework, early dinner, catch up

Both girls have one night a week of dance

Kids bedtime

Grown ups bedtime

The goal is to get us 
organized and on 
track for the week
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SHAY’S WORK/FAMILY LIFE SCHEDULE:

OUR WEEKDAY EVENING SCHEDULE

4:00-5:00

5:00-6:00

6:00-7:00

7:30-8:00

8:00-8:30

Kids play outside and decompress from school

Mom is cooking dinner and dad is helping with homework and/or piano practice

Dinner and “Family Kitchen Cleanup”

Bedtime routine and bedtime

Kids read in bed

FRIDAY
(WORK DAY/
DATE DAY)

6:00

8:30-12:30

12:30-2:50

4:00-8:00

9:00

10:00-10:30

Wake up and out the door with the kids with Graham by 6:50

4 hours of work - wrapping up the week

Day date lunch with Graham

Evening with the fam

Kids bedtime

Grown ups bedtime

THURSDAY
(WORK DAY 2)

6:00

8:30-2:50

2:50

4:00-8:00

8:00

9:30-10:00

Wake up and out the door with the kids by 6:50

Work day 2 (6 uninterrupted and unapologetic hours in the office)

School pickup and commute home

 Evening with the fam (homework, cook dinner, catch up)

Kids bedtime

Grown ups bedtime

The goal is to get us 
organized and on 
track for the week

Saturday and Sunday are strictly no work and just family time.


